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Berlin is always changing. The city’s art scene con-
stantly reinvents itself, too. Narrating this eventful  
history from the dawn of Modernism around 1900 into 
the 1980s is the theme of our permanent exhibition
 “Art in Berlin 1880–1980”. The Berlinische Galerie 
has devoted over 1000 square metres to presenting 
its collection. Waiting to be discovered among the 
roughly 250 works on show are paintings, prints, pho-
tographs, architecture and archive materials rarely or 
never displayed before. 

Walking around this exhibition is like time travel and 
takes visitors through Berlin in 17 chapters: the  
Kaiser’s era, the Weimar Republic, the Nazi dictator-
ship, the new beginnings after 1945, Cold War in the 
divided city, and the counter-cultures and unconven-
tional lifestyles that evolved in East and West under 
the shadow of the Wall. In East Berlin, an alterna-
tive art community developed from the late 1970s. In 
West Berlin from the late 1970s, aggressive art by 
the “Neue Wilden” placed the divided city back in the 
international limelight. 

Exhibition chapters

Conservatives and Modernists
In 1871 the German territories united and Berlin,  
Prussia’s commercial hub and royal residence, 
became the capital of the new German Reich. With 
advancing modernisation, it grew to become the big-
gest industrial conurbation in the country. The  
Kaiser’s court, the aristocracy and the conservative 
industrial classes primarily supported traditional art 
forms and continued to promote conventional genres 
such as history painting, portraits and nudes. Pro-
gressive artists in Berlin formed an association in 
1892 called the Vereinigung der XI. This first group of 
modern artists was the cradle for the Berlin Seces-
sion, created in 1898/99. Similar in many ways to the 
Secessions in Munich and Vienna, it facilitated the 
dawn of Modernism. 

Lovis Corinth (1858–1925) was closely 
involved in Berlin’s venture into modern art. From 
1900 he championed the cause of the Berlin Seces-
sion, where he regularly exhibited. In 1913/14 he cre-
ated a spectacular 11-part cycle of wall paintings for 
the wealthy Berlin entrepreneur Ludwig Katzenellen-
bogen and his first wife Estella. It was made for the 
dining room of a manor house (no longer standing) at 
Freienhagen near Oranienburg. Six of the paintings 
are now in the Berlinische Galerie. 
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Embracing Modernism. Big names from the 
Stadtmuseum Berlin
The Stadtmuseum Berlin boasts outstanding works 
by eminent modernist painters. Twelve highlights 
from its premium collection will be guests at the Ber-
linische Galerie. They bring new tones to the perma-
nent in-house exhibition, sparking a conversation 
with resident works. The paintings to be hosted at the 
Berlinische Galerie are by Max Beckmann, Theo von 
Brockhusen, Lovis Corinth, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, 
Walter Leistikow, Max Liebermann, Edvard Munch 
and Lesser Ury. All of them were important figures 
who enriched the city’s art scene in the early 20th 
century. 

Der Sturm – a stage for the avant-garde
In March 1912 Herwarth Walden (1878–1941) opened 
his gallery “Der Sturm” in Berlin. For a decade and 
a half it was to be a leading stage for modern art. Its 
very name, “the storm”, conveys the energy and pace 
with which its founder brought the European avant-
garde to Berlin. Walden’s interests centred initially 
on fairly unknown young Expressionists, Futurists 
and Cubists. In the 1920s, with his strong feel for new 
visual forms, he showed the Hungarian Constructiv-
ists and the Russian Ivan Puni (1892–1956) and gave a 
forum to Merz artist Kurt Schwitters (1887–1948). He 
was tireless and pugnacious on behalf of “his” artists 
and so “Der Sturm” came to epitomise progressive 
art in general. The history of this avant-garde gallery 
is told through numerous artworks along with original 
documents from our Artists’ Archives.

Dada in Berlin
For a long time, these works, which are among the 
most precious in our collection, were out on the road. 
Now the anti-art of the Dadaists is on show at home 
again. The Dada movement began as a political reac-
tion by artists to the First World War. Its key protago-
nists in Berlin were Hannah Höch (1889–1978),  
Raoul Hausmann (1886–1971), John Heartfield (1891–
1968), George Grosz (1893–1959) and Johannes 
Baader (1875–1955). Through their works the Dadaists 
vented radical opposition to German nationalism 
and militarism. Dada devised new forms of artistic 
expression with an instructive component. The prov-
ocations and shock tactics – in visual art formats and 
stage performances alike – were intended to make 
society think about itself.

Faces of the City
From the early 1920s, a loose-knit group of artists in 
Germany began responding to life’s often harsh real-
ities. Their style soon became known as New Objec-
tivity. Its proponents were not united by any kind of 
manifesto. Instead, they took their cue from the vis-
ible world, casting aside both Expressionism with 
its formal disarray and Dada with its anti-bourgeois 
stance. These portraits from the 1920s illustrate a 
wide range of personal styles. People and objects 
tend to appear cool, sober and isolated within the 
setting. 

Berlin in the Nazi Era 1933–1945
During the Weimar Republic, avant-garde artistic 
diversity was already coming under threat from many 
sides, including from supporters of National  
Socialism. When the Nazis took power in 1933, mod-
ern culture was no longer able to develop. The 
character of urban Berlin changed as oppressive 
measures were imposed by the state. Jewish, oppo-
sitional and other “undesirable” artists were excluded 
from the art world when they were banned from 
exhibiting or exercising their profession. Many Mod-
ernist works were defamed as “degenerate”, removed 
from public collections, sold off and sometimes 
destroyed. Many artists emigrated or were forced by 
brutal persecution to flee. Many of those who failed 
to reach safety in time were detained and murdered.

Herbert Tobias – Photographs from the 
1940s
The photographs taken in Russia by Herbert Tobias 
(1924–1982) are among the most notable war pictures 
to emerge from the Second World War. In 1943 he 
was deployed to the Soviet Union to fight as a  
German soldier on the Eastern Front. At the age of 19, 
Tobias was already a talented amateur photographer. 
Like many soldiers he took his camera to war, but the 
metaphorical quality and symbolic content of his pic-
tures offer far more than the usual souvenir snapshot. 
These empathetic images not only expose the brutal-
ity of the campaign, which left an indelible mark on 
Tobias’s world view.

A City in Ruins
The battle for Berlin in April 1945 heralded the end of 
the Second World War, which had been unleashed 
by Nazi Germany. Wars and oppressive regimes 
around the world had caused millions of people to 
perish, uprooted them or scarred them physically 
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and mentally for life. Broad swathes of the city lay 
in ruins. Photographers captured the final battles 
and destruction. Painters and sculptors gave vivid 
expression to terror and death, grief and despair, but 
also forged symbols of hope and a new beginning.

To Moving through space – Berlin architects 
Fehling + Gogel (1953–1990) 
Hermann Fehling (1909–1996) and Daniel Gogel (1927–
1997) were major figures in post-war modernist archi-
tecture. They were influenced by the “organic” style 
of Hans Scharoun (1893–1972), who designed the Phil-
harmonie in Berlin, and developed it in new ways. 
Their buildings are distinctive for unusually dynamic 
structures that evolve out of functional floor plans.

Haus Schatz (1965–1968) in Baden-
Baden was the first project where Fehling + Gogel 
plotted the likely movements of the future occupants, 
then translated those flows into a complex space 
wrapped around a spiral staircase at the centre. This 
idea fed into their designs for science facilities com-
missioned by the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft and the 
European Southern Observatory (ESO) in Berlin and 
Munich. The Max Planck Institute for Human Devel-
opment (1965–1974) winds around a central tower 
that opens inwards onto a web of stairs across sev-
eral storeys. Tent-like roofing supports the elabo-
rate direction of light. The Max Planck Institute for 
Astrophysics (1974–1979) was conceived by Fehling 
+ Gogel as a ring arrangement encasing a courtyard. 
The curving façades of the ESO headquarters (1976–
1980) track a 60-metre suite of rooms punctuated by 
skylights and stairwells. 

For more information on the architects Fehling + Gogel, please 
visit our exhibition „Suddenly Wonderful. Visions for chunky 
1970’s architecture in West Berlin“ on the ground floor. 

In the Shadow of the Wall
A new confidence pervaded the arts of the 1960s 
and early 1970s in West Berlin. There were debates 
about artistic techniques and anti-bourgeois life-
styles and much political reflection. Many artists dis-
tanced themselves from the non-representational 
art that had dominated the post-war years, seek-
ing closer links between art and reality. In Berlin, the 
Wall had been a ubiquitous presence since August 
1961. It divided the city until it fell in November 1989. 
Many artists in East and West saw it as a symbol of 
social and political fossilisation. In the shadow of the 
Wall, the 1970s and 1980s were rife with alternative 
ideas about how to live together and run society. In 
West Berlin, the fauvist art of the “Neue Wilden” gave 

vent to an aggression inspired by Berlin’s rock, punk 
and New Wave movements. Berlin was restyling itself 
with a new myth.

Mavericks – Photography in the 1970s  
and 1980s
The Berlin Wall divided the city from 1961. Framed by 
different political systems, photographers evolved a 
variety of styles in both East and West.

For many non-conformist artists in the 
GDR, East Berlin was an appealing place to live and 
work from the late 1970s onwards. Younger artists in 
particular distanced themselves from the Socialist 
Realism promoted by the ruling party, turning above 
all to black-and-white for new aesthetic strategies: 
subjective, sober and uncompromising. From the 
mid-1980s, when the SED party relaxed its arts policy, 
they were also able to exhibit in galleries, clubs and 
art centres.

Dialogue between East and West was 
rare. West Berlin, a geographical island highly subsi-
dised by funds from West Germany, was a magnet 
for students and jobseekers, but also for artists 
and free-thinking spirits. The city itself was an aes-
thetic and thematic reference; photography was its 
reflective medium. Artists tackled social issues from 
unconventional perspectives, depicting daily life, 
work and political protest. There was also a vibrant 
experimental subculture that threw traditional body 
imagery overboard and reinforced queer identities. 

Artists (selected): 
Johannes Baader, Otto Bartning, Georg Baselitz,  
Max Beckmann, Theo von Brockhusen, Lovis Corinth, 
Fehling+Gogel, Rainer Fetting, Naum Gabo,  
George Grosz, Raoul Hausmann, John Heartfield,  
Jacoba van Heemskerck, Werner Heldt,  
Thomas Hesterberg, Hannah Höch, Lotte Jacobi,  
Oskar Kokoschka, Fritz Kühn, Walter Leistikow, 
Jeanne Mammen, Ludwig Meidner, Arwed Messmer/
Fritz Tiedemann, László Moholy-Nagy,  
Nicola Perscheid, Iwan Puni, Alexander Rodtschenko, 
Eugen Schönebeck, Luise Schröder, Kurt Schwitters, 
Sasha Stone, Fred Thieler, Herbert Tobias,  
Hans Uhlmann, Umbo (Otto Umbehr),  
Anton von Werner, Heinrich Zille
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Collection Online
To find out which works are currently on display, vis-
itors can consult the Collection Online in the Perma-
nent Exhibition section of the museum website
(berlinischegalerie.de):
sammlung-online.berlinischegalerie.de

On the path to an accessible museum
The permanent exhibition can be experienced with 
different senses: tactile models and an audio guide 
with 17 listening points in German and English per-
mit an inclusive tour through 100 years of art in Berlin. 
This can be downloaded as a free app or accessed 
on the museum website. All the texts in the exhibi-
tion have a high-contrast layout and are available in 
large print for the visually impaired. Tactile floor guid-
ance helps visitors to find their way around the build-
ing, and there is barrier-free access to the permanent 
exhibition. 

Exhibition architecture and colour design:  
david saik studio
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Berlinische Galerie 
Berlin’s Museum of Modern Art,  
Photography and Architecture 
Alte Jakobstraße 124 –128
10969 Berlin  
Tel +49 (0)30 78 902 600
berlinischegalerie.de 

Admission 10 €, concessions 6 € 
(prices may vary during  
temporary exhibitions) 
  
Wed – Mon 10 am – 6 pm 
Tue closed
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Online tickets
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Social Media
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